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Introduction & Key Findings
Risk management is the foundation upon which financial institutions are built. 

Recognizing risk in all its forms—measuring it, managing it, mitigating it—are 

all critical to success. But has every firm achieved that goal? It doesn’t take in-

depth research beyond the myriad of breach headlines to answer that question. 

But many important questions remain: What are key dimensions  of the financial 

sector Internet risk surface? How does that surface compare to other sectors? 

Which specific industries within Financial Services appear to be managing that 

risk better than others? We take up these questions and more in this report.

1   The financial sector boasts the lowest rate of high and critical security 

exposures among all sectors. This indicates they’re doing a good job 

managing risk overall.

2   But not all types of financial service firms appear to be managing risk 

equally well. For example, the rate of severe findings in the smallest 

commercial banks is 4x higher than that of the largest banks.

3   It’s not just small community banks struggling, however. Securities 

and Commodities firms show a disconcerting combination of having 

the largest deployment of high-value assets AND the highest rate of 

critical security exposures.

4   Others appear to be exceeding the norm. Take credit card issuers: 

they typically have the largest Internet footprint but balance that by 

maintaining the lowest rate of security exposures.

5   Many other challenges and risk factors exist. For instance, the industry 

average rate of severe security findings in critical cloud-based assets 

is 3.5x that of assets hosted on-premises.

RiskRecon and the Cyentia Institute published the Internet Risk Surface 
and Cloud Risk Surface reports in mid-2019. These studies analyzed data 
from RiskRecon spanning over five million Internet-facing hosts from 
~20,000 organizations as well as major hosting providers around the 
world. The primary goal was to explore dimensions of interconnectivity, 
interdependence, and risk exposure that define the era of digital 
transformation. This report leverages the same dataset and methodology 
as those publications but focuses exclusively on the Financial sector.

CISOs and Security 
Directors can use this 
report to benchmark 
their firm’s risk surface 
against peers as well as 
communicate successes and 
challenges to the Board.

Third-party risk 
managers will discover key 
factors and firmographics 
they should consider in 
assessing and managing 
vendor risk exposure.

Internal Security 
Professionals can use 
these findings to identify 
common risk dimensions 
affecting Internet-facing 
infrastructure they manage 
and defend on a daily basis.

https://www.riskrecon.com/internet-risk-surface-report
https://www.riskrecon.com/cloud-risk-surface-report
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Dimensions of the Financial Sector Risk Surface
As Digital Transformation ushers in a plethora of changes, critical areas of risk exposure are also changing and expanding. 

We view the risk surface as anywhere an organization’s ability to operate, reputation, assets, legal obligations, or regulatory 

compliance is at risk. The aspects of a firm’s risk exposure that are associated with or observable from the internet are 

considered its internet risk surface. In Figure 1, we compare five key dimensions of the internet risk surface across different 

industries and highlight where the financial sector ranks among them.

 ą Hosts: Number of internet-facing assets associated with an organization.

 ą Providers: Number of external service providers used across hosts.

 ą Geography: Measure of the geographic distribution of a firm’s hosts.

 ą Asset Value: Rating of the data sensitivity and business criticality of hosts based on multiple observed indicators. High 
value systems that include those that collect GDPR and CCPA regulated information.

 ą Findings: Security-relevant issues that expose hosts to various threats, following the CVSS rating scale. 

The values recorded in Figure 1 for these dimensions represent what’s “typical” (as measured by the mean or median) 

among organizations within each sector. There’s a huge amount of variation, meaning not all financial institutions operate 

more external hosts than all realtors, but what you see here is the general pattern. The blue highlights trace the ranking of 

Finance along each dimension.

Figure 1 enables us to make some interesting observations about the financial sector’s Internet risk surface 

relative to others. The prototypical financial firm has a low-to-moderate number of Internet-facing hosts that 

tend to be less spread across hosting providers and countries than many other sectors. On the other hand, the 

proportion of those assets exhibiting high-value functions ranks toward the upper end of the scale. 

FIGURE 1: COMPARISON OF RISK SURFACE DIMENSIONS AMONG SECTORS WITH FINANCE HIGHLIGHTED
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Financial firms are undoubtedly aware of these tendencies and the need to protect those valuable assets. What’s more, 

that awareness appears to translate fairly effectively into action. Finance boasts the lowest rate of high and critical 

security exposures among all sectors. We also ran the numbers specific to high-value assets, and financial institutions 

show the lowest exposure rates there too. All of this aligns pretty well with expectations—financial firms keep a tight rein 

on their valuable Internet-exposed assets.

FIGURE 2: DISTRIBUTION OF HOSTS WITH HIGH OR CRITICAL FINDINGS IN EACH SECTOR

This control tendency becomes even more apparent when examining the distribution of hosts with severe findings in 

Figure 2. Blue dots mark the average exposure rate for the entire sector (and correspond to values in Figure 1), while 

the grey bars indicate the amount of variation among individual organizations within each sector. The fact that Finance 

exhibits the least variation shows that even rotten apples don’t fall as far from the Finance tree as they often do in other 

sectors. Perhaps a rising tide lifts all boats?

Why are we doing this?
Managing risk across Internet-exposed assets and across extensive 
third party relationships is one of today’s top cybersecurity challenges. 
Understanding that risk surface through research like you see in this 
report is one way that RiskRecon enables clients to easily understand and 
act on their third-party risk through cybersecurity ratings and continuous 
security control assessments. Learn more: www.riskrecon.com

Figure 2 shows the financial 

sector boasts the lowest 

average rate of severe security 

exposures (see blue dots). They 

also exhibit the least variation 

(see gray bars), showing that 

even rotten apples don’t fall as 

far from the Finance tree as they 

often do in other sectors.

Overall, financial firms appear to be keeping a tight 
rein on their valuable Internet-exposed assets.
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https://www.riskrecon.com/
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Security Exposures in Financial Cloud Deployments
We now know financial institutions do well minimizing security findings, but does that record stand equally strong across 

all infrastructure? Figure 3 answers that question by featuring four of the five key risk surface dimensions: the proportion 

of hosts (square size), asset value (columns), hosting location (rows), and the rate of severe security findings (color scale 

and value label). This view facilitates a range of comparisons, including the relative proportion of assets hosted internally 

vs. in the cloud, how asset value distributes across hosting locales, and where high-severity issues accumulate.

FIGURE 3: COMPARISON OF SECURITY FINDINGS BY ASSET VALUE AND HOSTING MODELS IN FINANCE
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Asset value is a key dimension of risk. High-value assets collect sensitive information and authenticate users. 

Medium-value assets do not perform those sensitive functions but are network neighbors to those that do. 

Low-value assets are often brochure sites that collect no private data and offer no foothold into the network.

From Figure 3, box sizes indicate that organizations in the financial sector host a majority of their Internet-facing systems 

on-premises, but do leverage the cloud to a greater degree for low-value assets. The bright red box makes it apparent 

that security exposures concentrate more acutely in high-value assets hosted in the cloud. Overall, the rate of severe 

findings in cloud-based assets is 3.5x that of on-prem. This suggests the angst many financial firms have over moving 

to the cloud does indeed have some merit. But when we examine the Finance sector relative to others in Figure 4 the 

intensity of exposures in critical cloud assets appears much less drastic.

3.5x
higher exposure 
rate in cloud assets

In Figure 3, we can see that 

the largest number of hosts 

are on-prem and of medium 

value. But high-value assets 

in the cloud exhibit the 

highest rate of findings. 
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Given that cloud vs. on-prem exposure disparity, we feel the need to caution against jumping to conclusions. We could 

interpret these results to proclaim that the cloud isn’t ready for financial applications and should be avoided. Another 

interpretation could suggest that it’s more about organizational readiness for the cloud than the inherent insecurity of 

the cloud. Either way, it appears that many financial institutions migrating to the cloud are handling that paradigm shift 

better than others.

FIGURE 4: COMPARISON OF SECURITY FINDINGS BY VALUE AND HOSTING MODELS ACROSS SECTORS
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Figure 4 puts Figure 3 (previous page) in perspective. Yes, Finance has a higher rate of exposures in high-value 

cloud assets. But relative to other sectors (like Healthcare), that disparity looks a lot less alarming.

It must also be noted that not all cloud environments are the same. Our Cloud Risk Surface report discovered an average 

12X difference between cloud providers with the highest and lowest exposure rates (see page 17). We still believe this says 

more about the typical users and use cases of the various cloud platforms than any intrinsic security inequalities. But at 

the same time, we recommend evaluating cloud providers based on internal features as well as tools and guidance they 

make available to assist customers in securing their environments. Certain clouds are undoubtedly a better match for 

financial services use cases while others less so.

We could interpret these results to proclaim that the cloud isn’t ready 
for Financial applications and should be avoided. But it’s more about 
organizational readiness for the cloud than the inherent insecurity of the cloud.

https://www.riskrecon.com/cloud-risk-surface-report
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Risk Surface of Subsectors within Financial Services
Having compared Finance to other sectors at a high level, we now examine the risk surface of major subsectors of financial 

services according to the following NAICS designations:

 ą Insurance Carriers: Institutions engaged in underwriting and selling annuities, insurance policies, and benefits.

 ą Credit Intermediation: Includes banks, savings institutions, credit card issuers, loan brokers, and processors, etc.

 ą Securities & Commodities: Investment banks, brokerages, securities exchanges, portfolio management, etc.

 ą Central Banks: Monetary authorities that issue currency, manage national money supply and reserves, etc.

 ą Funds & Trusts: Funds and programs that pool securities or other assets on behalf of shareholders or beneficiaries.

Figure 5 compares these Finance subsectors along the same dimensions used in Figure 1. At the top, we see that Insurance 

Carriers generally maintain a large Internet surface area (hosts, providers, countries), but a comparatively lower ranking 

for asset value and security findings. The Credit Intermediation subsector (the NAICS designation that includes banks, 

brokers, creditors, and processors) follows a similar pattern. This indicates that such organizations are, by and large, able 

to maintain some level of control over their expanding risk surface.

FIGURE 5: COMPARISON OF RISK SURFACE DIMENSIONS AMONG FINANCE SUBSECTORS
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Figure 5 compares Finance subsectors along key risk dimensions. Note the shifts in ranking among columns.

A leading percentage of high-value assets and a leading percentage of highly critical security findings for the Securities and 

Commodities subsector is a disconcerting combination. It suggests either unusually high risk tolerance or ineffective risk 

management (or both), leaving those valuable assets overexposed. The Funds and Trusts subsector exhibits a more risk-

averse approach to minimizing exposures across its relatively small digital footprint of valuable assets.

A leading percentage of high-value assets and a leading 
percentage of highly critical security findings for the Securities 
and Commodities subsector is a disconcerting combination.

https://www.census.gov/cgi-bin/sssd/naics/naicsrch?chart_code=62&search=2017%20NAICS%20Search
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Risk Surface across Banking Institutions
Given that the financial sector is so broad, we thought a closer examination of the risk surface particular to banking institutions 

was in order. Banks have long concerned themselves with risk. Well before the rise of the Internet or mobile technologies, 

banks made their profits by determining how to gauge the risk of potential borrowers or loans, plotting the risk and reward 

of offering various deposit and investment products, or entering different markets, allowing access through several delivery 

channels. It could be said that the successful management and measurement of risk throughout an organization is perhaps 

the key factor that has always determined the relative success or failure of any bank. 

As a highly-regulated industry in most countries, banking institutions must also consider risk from more than a business 

or operational perspective. They must take into account the compliance requirements to limit risk in various areas, and 

ensure that they are properly securing their systems and services in a way that meets regulatory standards. Such pressures 

undoubtedly affect the risk surface and Figure 6 hints at those effects on different types of banking institutions.

FIGURE 6: COMPARISON OF RISK SURFACE DIMENSIONS AMONG BANKING INSTITUTIONS
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Figure 6 shows Credit Card Issues have a huge digital footprint but few critical security findings. Credit Unions 

show the opposite trend, with the smallest number of Internet-facing hosts and highest rate of exposures.

Credit card issuers earn the honored distinction of having the largest average number of Internet-facing hosts (by far) while 

achieving the lowest prevalence of severe security findings. Credit unions flip this trend with the fewest hosts and most 

prevalent findings. This likely reflects the perennial struggle of credit unions to get the most bang from their buck.

Traditionally well-resourced commercial banks leverage the most third party providers and have a presence in more 

countries, all with a better-than-average exposure rate. Our previous research revealed that commercial banks were among 

the top two generators and receivers of multi-party cyber incidents, possibly due to the size and spread of their risk surface.
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Security Exposures in Small vs. Large Banks

We also thought it worthwhile to briefly inspect how the size of banking institutions affects security posture. Bigger banks 

understandably have a larger risk surface stemming from more customers, more hosts, more employees, more 3rd parties 

across more service areas. It could be argued that gives smaller banks a security advantage because they don’t content with 

that scale and complexity. The data, however, does not support that argument.

As evidenced by Figure 7, high or critical security findings steadily decrease as bank revenues increase. The rate of severe 

exposures in the smallest banks is 4x higher than that of the largest banks. We attribute much of this imbalance to the 

greater resources, maturity, and regulation that tends to come as banking institutions grow. Smaller community banks or 

credit unions have a tiny fraction of the budget and talent of the largest banks, and unfortunately those constraints have a 

negative effect on their security posture.

FIGURE 7: HOSTS WITH HIGH OR CRITICAL FINDINGS IN BANKING INSTITUTIONS BY ANNUAL REVENUE
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For what it’s worth, the results shown in Figure 7 for banking institutions is not much different from other sectors. The twin 

version of this chart from our Internet Risk Surface report covering all 18,000 organizations (see Figure 18 on page 16) shows 

essentially the same pattern of greater security struggles among smaller firms.

Two Things to Consider

1   In this interconnected world, third-party and fourth-party risk is your risk. If you are a financial institution, 

particularly a commercial bank, take a moment to congratulate yourself on managing risk well - but only for a 

moment. Why? Because every enterprise is critically dependent on a wide array of vendors and partners that span a 

broad spectrum of industries. Their risk is your risk. The work of your third-party risk team is critically important in 

holding your vendors accountable to managing your risk interests well. 

2   Managing risk—whether internal or third-party—requires focus. There are simply too many things to do, giving 

rise to the endless “hamster wheel of risk management.” A better approach starts with obtaining an accurate picture 

of your risk surface and the critical exposures across it. This includes third-party relationships, and now fourth-party 

risk, which bank regulators are now requiring. Do you have the resources to sufficiently manage this? Do you know 

your risk surface?

Figure 7 reveals that severe 

security findings decrease and 

revenues increase. This reflects 

growing resources, maturity, 

and governance.
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How To Use Findings From This Report

CISOs and Security Directors
1. Perhaps it is time to start holistically managing your Internet risk surface, moving 

beyond vulnerabilities. Are you actively managing the degree of sensitive data 
and functionality you are exposing to the Internet? Are you concentrating risk in 
as few systems as possible? Where are those high risk systems hosted? As this 
study shows, leading sectors are paying attention to these factors.

2. The financial sector is struggling to achieve the quality of cybersecurity in cloud-
hosted environments that they have realized on-prem. If you think you are ready, 
you’ll have to be doing something dramatically different than your peers. Is that 
really the case?

3. While your organization may be performing well, data shows that your critical 
vendors and partners in other sectors are not. Does your third-party risk team 
have the resources and tools to ensure they perform to your standards?

Third-Party Risk Teams
1. Consider shaping the breadth and depth of your third-party assessments 

based on industry. Perhaps it is worth allocating more resources to the poor 
performing sectors such as healthcare and professional services while backing 
off on leaders such as credit card issuers and commercial banks.

2. Effective control of cloud computing is problematic for all industries. Do 
you know the extent of your vendor’s cloud-computing usage? Is your cloud 
assessment methodology holding vendors to a high standard of performance?

Internal Security Teams
1. It is on you to define and execute on the strategies to successfully manage your 

risk surface across all dimensions. Implement processes to shape your risk 
surface to be more defensible.

2. The patterns and expertise for managing on-prem computing were developed 
over decades. Today’s pressing threat pressure does not provide the same 
luxury of time for figuring out cloud computing security. It is on you to raise 
the red flag if cloud computing is moving faster than your teams are capable 
of securing it.

Some things YOU can do NOW
If this report has got you thinking about the state of your own firm’s Internet risk 
surface, take action now by downloading our additional resources. Our Cloud Risk 
Surface report provides deeper insights into the state of cloud security. Not all cloud 
computing providers are equal! And our Third-Party Risk Management Playbook gives 
you a peek into the practices that leading organizations have deployed to manage 
third-party risk, a great program building roadmap and benchmarking resource.

RiskRecon enables clients 
to easily understand and 
act on their third-party risk 
through cybersecurity ratings 
and continuous security 
control assessments.

www.riskrecon.com

The Cyentia Institute produces 
compelling, data-driven research 
with the aim of improving 
knowledge and practice in 
the cybersecurity industry.

www.cyentia.com

https://www.riskrecon.com/cloud-risk-surface-report
https://www.riskrecon.com/cloud-risk-surface-report
https://www.riskrecon.com/third-party-security-risk-playbook



